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Setting Up A New Project

If you click on the main menu DOCUMENTS / NEW / …. you find a number of to a
project options to add documents to an ATLAS.ti project:

Figure 88: he various options to add documents to an ATLAS.ti 7 project

• Add Documents: Your documents will be copied and imported to the
standard library. If you want to create your own project specific library, see
“Setting Up Project Specific Libraries.”
• Add From Library: Use this option if you want to use documents that are
already in the library.
• Import Transcript and Import Transcript (External Media): Import documents
that you have transcribed using f4 (Windows), f5 (Mac) or Transana. The
transcripts are turned into an embedded documents and the associated
media file are either added to the library or remain external as linked files
(see “Importing Associated Documents Transcribed elsewhere.”
• Import Survey Data: Import survey data based on an Excel spread sheet.
Case-based data are imported as embedded documents (see “Importing
Survey Data .”
• New Text Document: Create a new embedded text document (see “Adding
embedded documents (Text files only).”
• New Google Earth PD: Create a new Google Earth PD (see Adding a Google
Earth Document).
• New Google Earth Snapshot PD: Create a snapshot from the currently
loaded GoogleEarth location as image PD (see Create and Adding a Google
Earth Snapshot).
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• New Video Snapshot PD: Create a snapshot from the current video frame as
image PD.
• Assigning external (linked) documents like you are used to from older
versions of ATLAS.ti. The recommened scenario is the HUPATH option,
which means you store HU file and your documents in one folder.

Setting Up A Single User Project Using The Standard Library
Open ATLAS.ti and create a new Hermeneutic Unit: PROJECT / NEW HERMENEUTIC
UNIT.
Select DOCUMENTS / NEW / ADD DOCUMENTS, or drag and drop a folder / selected
documents from the File Explorer onto the HU Editor (see “Adding
Documents Via Drag & Drop.”
During the data import process a file quality check is carried out (see above).
After you have added documents to your project, save the project file to any
location: PROJECT / SAVE.

We recommend to save the HU file on a local drive or on a server. Please do
NOT save HU files in the cloud due to the nature of cloud locations to
synchronize data across different devices. This may endanger the integrity
of the HU file.
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Figure 89: Project setup for single users

It is recommended to create a copy bundle file as backup: PROJECT / SAVE COPY
BUNDLE.

Setting Up A Project Using A Project Specific Library
You may want to use this option, if you work with sensitive data that you need
to store at a particular location, or if there are issues using the default location
for the standard library (which is a folder under C:\Users\USER
NAME\AppData\Roaming\Scientific Software\ATLASti\....)
If you want to start a new project using a project specific library:
Open ATLAS.ti and select: PROJECT / NEW HERMENEUTIC UNIT.
Select PROJECT / SET PROJECT LIBRARY.
Click on the button CREATE OR SELECT LIBRARY FOLDER.
Next, choose a library path. The file manager opens at the
location ...Scientific Software/ATLAS.ti. We recommend to create folders for
project specific libraries under the ATLAS.ti folder. However, if you wish to
chose another location, this is possible.
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Select SELECT FOLDER (the button shows the language of your Windows
system) and enter a name, or select an existing folder. Click OK.
Confirm that you want to connect your HU to this new library.
Next, add documents to your project: DOCUMENTS / NEW / ADD DOCUMENTS...
After you have added documents to your project, save the project file (HU),
to any location: PROJECT / SAVE.
Create a copy bundle file as backup: PROJECT / SAVE COPY BUNDLE.

Changing A Project That Uses My Library Or Team Library To
Use A Project-Specific Library
The single Team Library concept was abandoned with version 7.5. You will
only have a Team Library if you set up your project prior to updating to
version 7.5.
Open a project that uses either My Library or the Team Library.
From the main menu select PROJECT / SET PROJECT LIBRARY.
Click on the button CREATE OR SELECT LIBRARY FOLDER.
Next, select a library path. The folder tree opens at the path ... Scientific
Software/ATLAS.ti. We recommend to create folders for project specific
libraries under the ATLAS.ti folder. However, if you wish to chose another
location, this is also possible.
Select CREATE A NEW FOLDER and enter a name, or select an existing folder. Click
OK.
Confirm that the HU should be connected to the selected library and that all
documents of this HU are copied to the selected library.

Setting Up Team Projects
When working in teams, multiple scenarios are possible:
• A team analyzes a common set of documents across different sites. For this
scenario, the standard library or a project specific library can be used.
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• Initially, the documents at each site are different. Every person analyzes a
sub set of the data before merging the HUs. Use the standard library for this
scenario.
• A team analyzes a common set of documents, which are stored on a server
that everyone can access. Create a project specific library on the server.

Commonalities Of Team Projects
One person in the team should take on the role of project administrator. The
designated project administrator usually sets up the project, distributes it to the
other team members, collects the sub projects and merges them.
Unless there are good reasons to work with linked documents, we recommend
to add all documents to a library.
For the following situations, we recommend to work with project specific
libraries:
• team members want or need to access documents from a shared location
• coders work on different projects at the same time, but should only have
access to the data of projects they are assigned to
• your data corpus contains sensitive data that should only be accessed by
those assigned to a project
All team members best create an ATLAS.ti user account on their computer and
log in with their user name. You find the User Management menu under the
Tools menu (see also “User Management.”

Setting Up Project Specific Libraries
Open ATLAS.ti and create a new project: PROJECT / NEW HERMENEUTIC UNIT.
Select PROJECT / SET PROJECT LIBRARY.
Click the button CREATE OR SELECT LIBRARY FOLDER. Create a new folder and enter
a name, or select an existing folder. Click OK.
The folder tree opens at the location ...Scientific Software/ATLAS.ti. This is a
sub folder under AppData/Roaming, which is a location provided by
Microsoft Windows for applications to store their data. Unless you want to
store the library on a server, it is recommended to create your libraries at
this location.

Confirm that you want to connect your HU to this new library.
All newly added documents will be added to this newly created library.
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Distributed Team Work – Common Set Of Documents
If initially a common body of data should be made available to the team, it
is mandatory that one person sets up the project and distributes it to the
other team members in form of a copy bundle file.

Figure 90: Team project setup if all team members access a common data

Tasks Of The Project Administrator
Open ATLAS.ti and create a new Hermeneutic Unit: PROJECT / NEW HERMENEUTIC
UNIT.
To add documents, select DOCUMENTS / NEW / ADD DOCUMENTS, or drag and
drop a folder / selected documents from the File Explorer onto the HU Editor
(see “Adding Documents Via Drag & Drop.”
Save the project file (the HU) to any location: PROJECT / SAVE.
Create a copy bundle file (PROJECT / SAVE COPY BUNDLE) and distribute it to all
team members (see “How to Create A Copy Bundle.”
Ask all team members to create an ATLAS.ti user account on their computer
and to log in.
If your project contains linked documents, the recommendation is to store
these documents in the same folder as the HU file (i.e. HUPATH).

Tasks Of The Team Members
Create an ATLAS.ti user account on your computer and log in with your user
name. You find the USER MANAGEMENT menu under the TOOLS menu (see also
“User Management.”
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Install the copy bundle file that you received from the project administrator:
PROJECT / UNPACK COPY BUNDLE (see “How To Unpack A Copy Bundle“).
In case the project administrator has set up the project with a project specific
library, you need to select a location on your computer for this library. It can be
a different location on each computer.
During the process of installing the copy bundle file, you can rename the
Hermeneutic Unit, e.g. by adding your name or initials. This is
recommended as all sub HUs should have a different name. Another option
to save the HU under a different name is after unbundling the copy bundle
file via: PROJECT / SAVE AS...
After each work session, save the HU (PROJECT / SAVE) and create a copy
bundle file as backup (PROJECT / SAVE COPY BUNDLE).

Continuous Project Work (Documents Are Not Edited)
Tasks Of The Team Members
After an agreed-upon interval, each team member sends his/her project to
the project administrator for merging. As none of the documents has been
modified, it is sufficient to send the HU file.
Tasks of the project administrator
Merge the various HU files you receive from the team members (see
“Merging Hermeneutic Units.”
Create a new Master HU and distribute the new Master file to the team
members.

Figure 91: Continuous process of merging and distributing
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Tasks Of The Team Members
Rename the new Master file by adding your name or initials to the file name
and continue your work.

Continuous Project Work (Documents Are Edited)
Please note: Even under the managed document concept, editing the same
data source at two different locations should not be permitted. If you do so
anyway, this primary document can no longer be merged. You will end up
with two versions of it. Thus, if editing by team members is permitted, you
should formulate strict guidelines as to who is allowed to edit which
document.

Tasks Of The Team Members
If documents are modified, the data sources have to be sent back to the project
administrator for merging. This is done in form of a copy bundle file. Just
sending the HU file is not sufficient.
Create a copy bundle file and send it to the person who volunteered to be
the project administrator (PROJECT / SAVE COPY BUNDLE ).

Tasks Of The Project Administrator
Install all copy bundle files (PROJECT / UNPACK COPY BUNDLE ).
Merge all HUs and saves the outcome as new Master HU (see “Merging
Hermeneutic Units.”
Create a copy bundle file and distributes it to all team members.
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Distributed Team Work – Different Set Of Documents

Figure 92: Team project setup if different data sources are analyzed at every site

Tasks Of The Team Members
Use the standard library to set up the project at each location. If the default
location of the standard library is not suitable, move the standard library to a
location location or your choice (see “Moving Library To A New Location.”
Create an ATLAS.ti user account on your computer and log in under your
user name. You find the USER MANAGEMENT menu under the TOOLS menu (see
also “User Management.”
Set up your sub project by creating a new Hermeneutic Unit (PROJECT / NEW
HERMENEUTIC UNIT) and add documents:
DOCUMENTS / NEW / ADD DOCUMENTS, or drag and drop a folder / selected
documents from the File Explorer onto the HU Editor (see “Adding
Documents Via Drag & Drop“).
It is recommended to use the standard library at this point in the process. If
a project specific library should be used, the project administrator can move
the documents to a project specific library after the first round of merging.
If each person starts out with a project specific library, all documents will be
copied to the library of the target HU during the process of merging. See
“Merging Hermeneutic Units.”
Save the project file to any location: PROJECT / SAVE.
Save a copy bundle file as backup: PROJECT / SAVE COPY BUNDLE.
Begin to work on your sub project.
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Continuous Project Work
After an agreed-upon interval, each team member sends their work to the
project administrator for merging in form of a copy bundle file: PROJECT / SAVE
COPY BUNDLE.

Tasks Of The Project Administrator
The project administrator can be someone from the team who volunteers to
take on the task of merging and re-distributing.
Install all copy bundle files: PROJECT / UNPACK COPY BUNDLE.
Merge all HUs and saves the outcome as new Master HU (see “Merging
Hermeneutic Units.”
If desired, the project administrator can now create a project specific library and
set the merged project to this library (see “Setting Up Project Specific
Libraries“).
Create a copy bundle file (PROJECT / SAVE COPY BUNDLE) and distribute it to all
team members.

Tasks Of The Team Members
Unpack the copy bundle file that you receive from the project administrator:
PROJECT / UNPACK COPY BUNDLE. Rename the HU file during this process (see
“How To Unpack A Copy Bundle“).
If the project administrator has moved the documents to a project specific
library, you need to specify where this new library should be stored on your
computer.
Continue to work on the project.
Repeat the above cycle as often as necessary to complete the analysis.
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Team Projects Using A Shared Location
If all team members access the data at a shared location like a network
drive, it is recommended to work with a project specific library.

Figure 93: Team projects using a shared location

Tasks Of The Project Administrator
Start ATLAS.ti and create a new Hermeneutic Unit: PROJECT / NEW HERMENEUTIC
UNIT.
Create a new library at the shared location: PROJECT / SET PROJECT LIBRARY (see
“Setting Up Project Specific Libraries.”
Add documents to the project: DOCUMENTS / NEW / ADD DOCUMENTS, or drags
them from the File Explorer into the HU editor (see “Adding Documents Via
Drag & Drop“).
Save the Hermeneutic Unit (can be to any location): PROJECT / SAVE.
Save the project in form of a copy bundle file as backup: PROJECT / SAVE COPY
BUNDLE.
Make the Master HU file available to all team members, e.g. in a special
folder for HU files on the server.
If your project contains linked documents, the recommendation is to store
these documents on the server in the same folder as the HU file (i.e.
HUPATH, see ATLAS.ti 6 manual).
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Tasks Of The Team Members
Create an ATLAS.ti user account on your computer and log in under your
user name. You find the USER MANAGEMENT menu under the TOOLS menu (see
also “User Management“).
Rename the HU file that you receive from the project administrator, e.g. by
adding your name or initials to the file name.
Open the HU file and begin your work.
If you cannot load the documents, make sure that you have access to the
shared location that contains the library which has been set up by your
project administrator. In case there are issues, please contact your project
administrator.
Editing primary documents can be allowed when storing the library at a shared
location that all team members can access. If a modified document is loaded in
another HU of another team member, the codings in this HU are adjusted
automatically (see “Editing Primary Documents in Team Projects.”

Continuous Project Work
After an agreed upon interval, the project administrator merges the HUs of all
team members. If team members store their HU files locally, they should move
them to a shared location for merging (see Figure 94 below).

Figure 94: Merging and distributing server based team projects

Tasks Of The Project Administrator
Merge the various HU files
Create a new Master HU and save it at at the shared location under a new
name, e.g., by adding the date. The old Master HU can be moved to a
backup folder.
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Create a copy bundle file as backup (PROJECT / SAVE COPY BUNDLE).

Tasks Of The Team Members
Make a copy of the new Master file, rename it by adding your name or initial
and continue your work.

Team Projects Using Shared & Remote Location
If some of the team members have access to a shared location, but others have
not, the suggestion is to work with a project specific library. You can set up the
project specific library at the shared location and the team members that have
access to the shared location work on the project as has been described above
(“Team Projects Using a Shared Location“).
All team members that work at a remote location receive a copy bundle file.
When unpacking the bundle, they will be asked to specify a location for the
project library. As they do not have access to the shared location, they select a
location on their local drives (see “Distributed Team Work – Common Set of
Documents“ and “Tasks of the team members.”
Thus, the project uses the same project library (same name) on all computers –
but the actual location where this library is stored is different.
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